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We are looking for innovative leaders/thinkers to demonstrate this shift in the role of the complexity-driven leader. We look to have our author colleagues demonstrate how these new models evidence the emergence and application of complexity leadership in different health networks at every place in the system. We are looking for manuscripts that show/demonstrate the following characteristics:

- new roles of the leader (including the emerging role of the DNP)
- new organizational designs in networks that change work processes, relationship, and communication
- new complexity leadership skill-sets or applications that work effectively to guide complex systems/networks
- shifting care delivery approaches that require a change in the role/behavior of the leader
- challenges to traditional models of leadership with new thinking about the leader role and behaviors
- experiments with new approaches to learning and demonstrating leadership for health networks
- translations of the work of “The Quantum Leader” textbook through demonstration of its concepts in the clinical/manager environment.

There is a short turnaround of 3 months. **Articles need to be submitted to editors no later than September 1, 2019.** Thanks in advance for you continuing dedication to excellence in leadership and scholarship.

Note:
Manuscripts for a specific issue must be electronically sent to www.editorialmanager.com/naq Please check the www.naqjournal.com website for upcoming topics. Author consents to publish, copyright transfer agreements, must be sent electronically.

Unsolicited manuscripts must be sent directly to the editorial manager site before the published submission deadline date. Author guidelines are available at www.naqjournal.com